CURRENT TRENDS IN SCHOOL SAFETY

Opening Remarks - Dr. Joseph Erardi, Superintendent of Schools, Newtown, CT

Emerging Safety Issues in Crowd - Mark Camillo, Professor at John Jay College
The safety of crowds is of paramount importance. This instructional block will examine the types of crowds a school facility might encounter whether it is celebratory, sporting or festival in nature. Best practices will be shared and case studies examined. Participants will learn about crowd dynamics with regard to how they are influenced by factors such as crowd density and crowd energy.

Critical Mistakes in School Security - Craig Gundry, VP at Critical Intervention Services
Survey the seven most critical mistakes and misunderstandings encountered in school security and emergency management plans and outline effective solutions for addressing these common problems.

Desktop / Tabletop Mock Disaster Drills - Michael Herrera, CEO at MHA Consulting
It has been proven that you “play” like you practice! To begin playing at a higher level, tabletop mock disaster exercise drills need to be conducted to exercise your response and recovery capabilities. During this session, you will learn the elements of how to organize, set up, conduct, and evaluate a successful tabletop mock disaster exercise drill that will exercise your teams and plans in a controlled environment. We will organize attendees into a Crisis Management Team and respond to a simulated scenario impacting an educational institution to give you a flavor of what you can expect.

Event Date: Tuesday, December 13, 2016
Time: 9am—4pm
Location: 9th Floor Conference Room at John Jay College
524 West 59th Street
New York, New York 10019

Seminar Fee: $125
Discount: $100 for Veterans & John Jay students, alumni, faculty & staff

Register by visiting:
https://www.rfcuny.org/eventpayment/events/index?college=jay

For more information on our offerings and registration
Please contact the Center at 212-484-1380
Email: frances.ruban@jjay.cuny.edu or agentile@jjay.cuny.edu

www.jjay.cuny.edu/center-private-security-and-safety